
Category Fashion Contests 2 sections, 

DRESES : No theme 

COSTUMES : Your memories 

Theme    The dress section is “dress”.  

The costume section is “Your memories”. 

The number of persons to be admitted 

8 persons (One work by a person) 

The Deadline of Application 

By June 9, 2013 

Schedule  On Saturday July 12,2013 : Please bring your work or come up wearing and  

Adjusting in front of the Core Hall (main stage) of the TAKASAKI City  

Gallery. 

A meeting starts / The dress sec. at 16:40. 
/ The costume sec. at 17:20 

After meeting, the dress sec. at 16:55, the costume sec. at 17:35, you get  

into the main hall from the entrance, and take route inside (throw in south  

pass) the hall. And waiting at the side of stage. 

Please check beforehand, as you use corridors (between foyer and the fall,  

between the floor of the hall and the stage). 

After get ready, You go up to the stage, have the time to make an appeal for  

one minute. 

You are provided to play music for BGM, so please prepare CDs or Mini  

Discs. 

Only ON/OFF in case of the time of beginning and ending. In case of  

beginning of the operation of the source is possible. When doing complicated  
operation, prepare an assistant by yourself. 

Rules     Dimension: Within 250cm(H)ｘ150cm（W）ｘ150cm（D）when you put on.  

The dimension includes you / the model. 

The dress or costume must be wearable and be able to walk alone.  

You must make the dress/costume by yourself except for transporting it.  
A model is allowed. If it is hard to put on it alone, You can ask for help, but 

in that case admitted an assistant only. 

Chiefly balloons must be pencil balloons and addition of some other shape  

latex balloons. Foil/Deco, etc. balloons are not allowed. Helium gas are also  

not allowed. 

Wire, frame, flower-tape, glue, seals and marker pens are allowed. 

You are not limitation in the equipment to use for the creating and working.  

But, you use manual equipment or the battery driving equipment, because  

We are not  able to prepare the power with enough capacity. We can bring  

the works which was created at the other place(the hotel where you stay  

etc.) except TAKASAKI CITY GALLERY. 

When using the one which concerns the music, the character which a 

copyright is set to and the semblance right of the celebrity、It reports the  

meaning to JBTC and consent must be obtained and get licensing about  

the copyright and the semblance right by yourself.  

You must prepare the balloons and materials to use by the work creating. 

Disqualification 

         You may result in disqualification if you break the these rules or the piece 

differs widely from the theme. The work which is not desirable in case of  



education. 

Making or working space/ 

You can use the 1st and 2nd waiting room in the first floor for 09:00-19:00 on  

July 12 and 09:00-17:00 on July 13. 

But there is enough space for you to making or working.  

You are provided the space just for arranging just before the contest.  

There are not partitions in the waiting room, but please get dressed  

moderately.  

For 16:00-19:00 on July 13, you can use the waiting room and meeting  

room attached hall. But the width of those rooms is 85cm, so please use  

them if you can. The width of entrance of Core Hall and stairs is 140cm, the  

height of them are 180cm． 

You have to find a way to pass through if your works are wider than this size, 

Be careful. 

The Duration for the Exhibition 

After Judgments, exhibit in 4th and 5th Exhibition room on the second floor  

in the Takasaki City Gallery. 

The staff removes works, being general after exhibition.  

When the maker hopes, it can be taken back and can present your work to  

the other one.  

Do maintenance among 10:00 from 9:00 on July 14 and 09:30 from 9:00  

on July 15. It does maintenance because of the original form recovery.  

Judgment 

The prizes will be ranked by the total score made by special judges and  
public representatives.  

Each representative has one vote to place for their favorite work.  

There are five special judges. Each judge pays attention to one aspect, such  

as:  DRESES / Perfection, Technique, Design, Beauty and Originality 

COSTUMES / Presentation (including Performances, Impact, Humor,  

etc.), Technique, Originality, Accord with Theme, and Beauty.  

Each category has 5 points, so the total score made by five judges will be  

25-point scale. 

The copyright and semblance right 

The copyright of the subscription work of the contest belongs to the maker. 

The semblance right belongs to the performer 

Award     First Place: Certificate, Plaque, 260S Pencil balloon 30 bags(3,000pc) 

Second Place: Certificate, Plaque, 260S Pencil balloon 10 bags(1,000pc) 


